PARVATTS YOUTHFUL BEAUTY
As years piled upon years and the stream of time flowed on, ParvatFs girlhood
passed and, in its place, was left a dazzlingly beautiful maiden, exquisitely formed
and delicately celestial - far surpassing Rati Devi herself. During all these years,
the lovely damsels who had once been Sati Devi's near and dear attendants had
also taken birth among the Himalayan hills and valleys and grown up as play-mates
of Parvati. This bevy of beauties now surrounded Parvati and never left her alone
even for a moment. The group resembled a cluster of variegated flowers with queen-
lotus in the centre.
The enchanting beauty of Parvati was well nigh indescribable. Even celestial
bards could not look upon her long enough to be able to describe any part of her
wondrous body, for their eyes were too dazzled to absorb any detail. All they were
able to d6 was to observe some flashes and dabs of red flitting about here and
there as of delicate petals of roses or pink lotuses' for soon their vision would be
obscured by the hand-maids surrounding her. The bards concluded that the top-
most bit of red must belong to her lips. The middle ones to the tips of her fingers
and palms and the bottom-most to her toes and soies of the feet. though observation
of details was difficult, the outlines of the body could scarcely be missed. The full
breasts were all the more prominent due to the disappearing waist which again
widened into the fuller hips and thighs. The trunk of neither the elephant nor the
plantain tree could vie with her shapely and tapering thighs. Every movement of
her limbs was a song - a paean exquisite! Every curve of her body, moving, created
a corresponding ripple which thrilled through every phenomenon in Nature. When
she took a step in walking, the tinkling gems in her anklets proclaimed her approach;
and it deemed as though the Queen of Swans was moving with grace - not the
terrestrial swan but the one sporting in the Mind or Manasa-Lake of the Yogin. The
rosy rays emanating from the soles of her delicate feet and her tantalising toes
would mingle in motion and weave a web of fabric which melted and vanished as
fast as it was formed. Whenever she walked or lightly stepped on ice or in water,
the reflection of her vermilion-tinted toe-nails and soles gave the impression of
vermilion - fairies dancing around her feet. Her shapely calves, resembling an
assembly of resplendent rays emerging from cupid's arrow - sheath, would cause
the heart to miss a beat in realising its essential nature. The shape of her full fleshy
thighs, widening upwards from the knees and abounding in curves, could not be
hidden by her apparel, for the fine fabric followed the natural curves and displayed
a gamut of supple forms unequalled in Nature. Her gem-studded waist-band of
tinkling bells drew one*s eyes to the full hips below it, reminding one of little shining
emerald-mounds on her father's mountain. Above the waist-band were three firm
folds of the skin - of the sheen of saphire " with fine golden hair springing up from
her deep navel and rising like vines to reach her bountifully-full breasts prominent
in spite of her apparel. It seemed that the rising vine had borne two heavy fruits;
and the three folds were like waist-bands holding the slender waist firm and erect
against the weight of the fruits-her breasts. The breasts were so high and full as to
reach up^to her arm-pits in surging curves. They resembled the crests on the head
of a king-elephant in youth and vigour. Their shape was like unto abhisheka-vessels
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